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Abstract: A bainite dual-phase (FB) steel containing polygonal ferrite and granular bainite is thermo-
mechanically rolled, followed by an accelerated cooling. Two different cooling rates are applied to
obtain two different materials. The aim of the study is to explore the reasons for the differences in the
mechanical response experimentally observed for these two materials which are modeled by means of
high-resolution crystal plasticity simulations with a phenomenological constitutive description. First,
the CP parameters of the individual constituents are determined. Second, different three-dimensional
(3D) representative volume elements (RVEs)—one of which includes the substructure of bainite—are
used to study the mechanical properties of both FB microstructures. It is shown that, in contrast to the
macroscopic response, the microscopic response differs among the RVEs. Third, a comparison of both
materials is performed by analyzing their stress–strain response. The onset of plasticity in granular
bainite is found to be different for both materials in addition to the strain partitioning, although
they both obeyed the iso-work assumption. Finally, a parameter study is carried out in order to
investigate the correlation between different microstructures and damage initiation that can be seen
experimentally in this steel. It is shown that the difference in ultimate elongation may depend on
whether the first voids appear within polygonal ferrite or at the phase boundary.

Keywords: granular bainite; polygonal ferrite; crystal plasticity; inverse modeling; microstructure
modeling; DAMASK; damage initiation; advanced high-strength steels; crystal plasticity;
microstructure–property relations

1. Introduction

Heavy plate manufacturers worldwide are researching and developing high-strength
line pipe grades suitable for oil and gas transmission exposed to sour environments [1–3].
One of the main routes for producing these pipeline steels is the thermomechanical control
process (TMCP), which consists of controlled rolling combined with a suitable subsequent
accelerated cooling [4]. The cooling rate during TMCP is a controllable factor that can
significantly alter the properties of the final product [5]. The typical microstructure that
can be accomplished by TMCP for a high-strength pipeline steels consists of ferrite and
bainite phases with relatively small amounts of martensite and/or retained austenite [6].
Past research has consistently demonstrated that the combination of polygonal ferrite
and granular bainite in FB steels results in a favorable balance between strength and
ductility [7,8]. These rapidly cooled, control-rolled steels that mainly contain ferrite and
bainite are usually referred to as bainite dual-phase, ferritic–bainitic, ferrite–bainite, or
FB steels.
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The number of works dedicated to the mechanical properties of FB is significant. Ak-
barpour and Ekrami [9] studied the effect of the ferrite volume fraction on the work harden-
ing. Ishikawa et al. [10] experimentally examined microscopic deformation using a micro-
grid method and accompanied their investigation with a simulation study. Tang et al. [11]
also combined experiments and simulations in order to investigate the micromechanical be-
havior and the experimentally observed failure mechanism of these FB steels. Tu et al. [12]
studied the differences between layered and network microstructures based on experi-
ments and simulations. The most recent and relevant contribution to the field was the
characterization of the tensile deformation behavior of these steels by Tu et al. [13,14].

Modeling is a promising route in order to facilitate the development of FB steels with
enhanced properties. However, to the knowledge of the authors, no model considering
the hierarchical substructure of the bainite has been used for such investigations. In this
study, the substructure is considered based on the crystal plasticity (CP) method which is a
well-established approach to predict the mechanical responses of crystalline materials [15].
This method takes into account crystallographic anisotropy and captures the underlying
physics at the crystal level [16]. Furthermore, CP models are able to predict not just the
relationship between stress and strain, but also the texture evolution, micro-mechanical field
distributions, regions of strain localization, etc. [17–19]. For instance, Tasan et al. [20,21]
introduced a novel experimental–numerical methodology to strengthen the integrated
understanding of the microstructure and mechanical properties of a martensite–ferrite
dual-phase steel.

The goals of the mechanical model developed in this study are twofold: to investigate
the reasons for the differences in the mechanical responses experimentally observed for
two materials that are produced by applying two different cooling rates to a FB steel and
to analyze other aspects of these steels which may be of interest. The study is structured
as follows. First, the CP modeling framework is described in Section 2. Second, the
experimental results obtained are described in Section 3. The simulation setup is described
in Section 4. Here, the methodology for determining the CP parameters is introduced
and the creation and use of representative volume elements (RVEs) with the hierarchical
microstructure of the bainite substructure is explained in detail. In Section 5, the simulation
results are presented. The final conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Modeling Framework

DAMASK [22] was used as the CP modeling framework. The phenomenological
power law implemented therein was used as the constitutive law for the simulations.
Assuming that the dislocation slip is the only plastic deformation process, the plastic
velocity gradient, Lp, is given by

Lp =
N

∑
α=1

γ̇αmα ⊗ nα (1)

where the vectors mα and nα are unit vectors describing the slip direction and the normal
to the slip plane of the slip system α, respectively, N is the number of (active) slip systems,
and γ̇α is the shear rate on that same system. In this study, the CP model is an adoption of
the phenomenological description of Hutchinson [23] (for details see [15]). The kinetic law
on a slip system follows

γ̇α = γ̇0

∣∣∣∣
τα

ξα

∣∣∣∣
n

sgn(τα) (2)

where γ̇0 is the reference shear rate, τα = S · (mα ⊗ nα), and n is the stress exponent. The
microstructure is parametrized in terms of the slip resistance, ξα, on the twelve 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 0}
slip systems, the twelve 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} slip systems, and the twenty-four 〈1 1 1〉{1 2 3} slip
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systems, indexed by α = 1, . . . , 48. These resistances evolve asymptotically from ξ0 towards
ξ∞ with shear γα according to the relationship:

ξ̇α = h0 × q
αα
′ ×

Ns

∑
α
′=1

∣∣∣∣γ̇α
′
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣1−
ξα
′

ξα
′

∞

∣∣∣∣∣

a

sgn

(
1− ξα

′

ξα
′

∞

)
(3)

where h0, a, and ξ∞ are hardening parameters and q
αα
′ are the components of the slip–slip

interaction matrix, which describes the interaction between the different slip systems.

3. Materials and Methods

A high-strength, low-alloy steel with the chemical composition (Fe-0.04C-0.32Si-
1.45Mn (wt%) and additions of Cu, Ni, Nb, and Ti) was thermo-mechanically rolled,
followed by an accelerated cooling. Two different cooling rates were applied to obtain
material S1 (higher rate) and material S2 (lower rate). The macroscopic behavior of these
materials was assessed by carrying out tensile tests transverse to the rolling direction (RD)
that are shown in Figure 1. The 0.5% extension under load yield strength (σy), the ultimate
tensile strength (UTS), and the ultimate elongation (UE) of both materials are presented in
Table 1.
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Figure 1. Experimental macroscopic tensile stress–strain curves in the rolling direction (RD) for the
materials obtained from applying different cooling rates to a high-strength, low-alloy steel.

Table 1. Summary of experimental results for materials S1 and S2 from [24].

Material—Phase

Property σy

(MPa)

UTS

(MPa)

UE

(%)

Grain size

(µm)

TODF

(mrd)

CRSS

(MPa)

ρd

(1013/m2)
Cooling Rate

S1—Polygonal ferrite (25%)
495 593 26 4.7 ± 0.6

1.34 153 ± 4 0.9 ± 0.1
low

S1—Granular bainite (75%) 1.66 183 ± 7 2.1 ± 0.9

S2—Polygonal ferrite (41%)
518 605 23 4.2 ± 0.6

1.43 194 ± 6 2.8 ± 0.3
high

S2—Granular bainite (59%) 1.91 221 ± 7 7.1 ± 0.7
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The quantification of the phase fractions of granular bainite (GB) and polygonal
ferrite (PF) based on electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) scans was performed using the
automated classification tool described in work by Jentner et al. [25], since other methods
have been proven to be ineffective for these microstructures [26]. For each material, a
representative scan of 80 µm× 80 µm (RD×ND) was measured with an EDAX system and
a step size of 50 nm. These scans are shown in Figure 2b,d, colored by their inverse pole
figure (IPF) representation. The separation of both phases first requires the determination
of grain boundaries. For the calculation of the grains, a grain tolerance angle of 5° was
used. Then, the kernel average misorientation (KAM) angle was calculated for each
pixel ignoring misorientation angles larger than 4.9° and considering up to 7th-degree
neighbors (equivalent to a kernel size of 350 nm). Grains with at least one pixel with a
KAM bigger than 3° were classified as GB, and the rest were classified as PF. The results
of this classification are shown in Figure 2a,c, where PF and GB are colored in blue and
orange, respectively. According to this method; material S1 is made of 75% GB and 25% PF
and material S2 is made of 59% GB and 41% PF. Two more scans, one per material, were
performed at different locations on the same surface and following the same procedure.
The phase fractions calculated using these two scans were identical to those calculated
previously, confirming the consistency of the methodology.

TD RD

ND

TD

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. An EBSD scan and a phase map are shown in (a,b) for material S1 and in (c,d) for material
S2. EBSD scans are colored by their IPF. Phase maps, showing polygonal ferrite and granular bainite
phases, were calculated from the EBSD scans with the classification tool described in work by Jentner
et al. [25]. The grain boundaries are colored in black.

The grain size was calculated from the experimental EBSD scans and is presented
in Table 1. The orientation distribution function (ODF) for each phase in each material
was also calculated from the EBSD scans with the MTEX toolbox [27]. Based on this, pole
figures were computed and are displayed in Figure 3. From the intensity in the pole figures,
where a maximum of 2 “multiples of random density” (mrd) are observed, a weak, almost
random crystallographic texture can be concluded for all four phases. The texture index of
the ODF (TODF) is presented in Table 1.

Micro-compression tests are carried out to calculate the critical resolved shear stresses
(CRSSs) for each slip plane family as described in [24,28]. The average value and the
standard error per phase and per material are shown in Table 2.

The dislocation density (ρd) was also calculated using electron channeling contrast
imaging and is given in Table 1, where all the experimental differences between materials S1
and S2 are presented. A more detailed description of the characterization of these two steels
can be found in work by Jentner et al. [24].

Finally, nanoindentation tests on a regular grid followed by a topographical characterization
of the post-mortem indents were carried out as described in work by Gallardo-Basile et al. [28].
In this case, an extra step of using the phase classification tool was introduced to determine
the indented phase.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Pole figures for each phase in materials S1 (a,b) and S2 (c,d). Contour lines are plotted in
blue for polygonal ferrite (a,c) and in orange for granular bainite (b,d). The white-to-black scale bar
indicates the “multiples of random density”.

Table 2. Micropillar compression test results grouped by slip plane families for materials S1 and S2.

Property

Material Phase
S1—Polygonal Ferrite S1—Granular Bainite S2—Polygonal Ferrite S2—Granular Bainite

CRSS for {1 1 0} / MPa 151 ± 3 180 ± 10 188 ± 6 -

CRSS for {1 1 2} / MPa 163 ± 9 - 197 ± 10 222 ± 11

CRSS for {1 2 3} / MPa 148 ± 6 187 ± 9 195 ± 10 221 ± 9

4. Simulation Setup

In the following, the setup of the simulations is explained in detail. The first set
of simulations aims to determine the CP parameters of PF and GB. The second set of
simulations using these parameters is used to reveal the different mechanical properties
obtained by using different RVEs. The third set of simulations targets understanding the
difference in the mechanical behavior between both materials. The last set of simulations is
used for finding a correlation between damage initiation and the bainitic microstructure
and for interpreting the difference in the ultimate elongation between both materials. In
all cases, the boundary conditions imposed mimic the tensile tests in Figure 1 up to the
ultimate yield stress to obtain a macroscopic stress–strain curve. The part after necking is
ignored in the modeling since damage propagation is not considered.

4.1. Fitting of CP Parameters

The CP parameters (see Section 2) of GB were determined following the inverse mod-
eling procedure described by Gallardo-Basile et al. [28]. The method is based on measuring
a post mortem nanoindentation imprint by atomic force microscopy and comparing it to a
simulated one.

The CP parameters of PF were determined by fitting the output of an RVE simulation. To this
end, an RVE, labeled “3D-RVE”, with a regular grid of 256× 256× 256 = 16,777,216 material points
and around 10,000 grains was created for each material. The microstructure with a grain
size distribution matching the experimental results was created with DREAM.3D [29]. The
phase of the grains was randomly assigned and shuffled until the experimental phase
fraction was achieved. The orientation of the grains was selected by randomly sampling
the orientations of the experimental EBSD scan. The IPF representation and the phase map
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of the “3D-RVE” for material S2 are shown in Figure 4a. Note that there is no substructure
of bainite in this RVE. The “3D-RVE” for material S1 is comparable.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. 3D-RVE (a), 3D-RVE no-substructure (b), 3D-RVE gb-substructure (c), and 2D-RVE mea-
sured (d) for material S2. IPFs along the RD (horizontal direction in the 2D-RVE) are displayed in
the left. Phase maps are shown in the right, where blue corresponds to polygonal ferrite and orange
corresponds to granular bainite.

For the calculation of the CP parameters, the CRSSs determined from micropillar
compression experiments (see Table 2) were used to estimate an upper bound of the initial
resistance of the slip plane families and the ratio between them. This procedure is part of
the inverse modeling described in [28] and therefore it was used for the calculation of the
GB parameters. In addition, here it was also used for fitting the PF parameters.

The results from the fitting are presented and discussed in Section 5.1. The determined
CP parameters are used for all further simulations in this work.

4.2. Representative Volume Element—RVE

An RVE is a key idea in continuum mechanics. It plays the role of a mathematical point
of a continuum field that approximates the material microstructure. This volume contains a
set of micro-scale elements (e.g., grains) that posses statistically homogeneous and ergodic
properties (e.g., elasto-plastic response) [30]. In praxis, the selection of the RVEs size and
complexity is a compromise between correctly representing the microstructure by using a
large enough and complex enough volume and the computational expense regarding its
creation and later use of it (e.g., time of simulation, time for analyzing the results, etc.).

In this work, different RVEs are compared with respect to their mechanical properties.
The RVEs (see Figure 4 for their IPF representation and phase map) used in this section are
the following:

• “3D-RVE”: described in Section 4.1.
• “3D-RVE no-substructure”: similar to “3D-RVE” but the implementation of the exper-

imental grain size distribution is substituted by a Voronoi tesellation of 80 random
seeds. The main difference with “3D-RVE” is the lower accuracy in the statistical
representation of the texture, i.e., 80 grains compared to 10,000 grains.

• “3D-RVE gb-substructure”: based on “3D-RVE no-substructure”. PF grains are kept
unchanged. GB grains of “3D-RVE no-substructure” are used as prior austen-
ite grains which is the input required in the microstructure generation tool of
Gallardo-Basile et al. [31]. This tool is used to generate a lath-martensite substruc-
ture for the GB (justification for this at the end of this section). The following values
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for the input parameters of the tool are used: Vlath = 647 A.U. (arbitrary units of
volume), tsubblock = 10 A.U. (arbitrary units of length), llath ≥ wlath ≥ tlath = 9:3:1,
and θmax = 3°.

• “2D-RVE measured”: a direct 2D takeover of the measured crystallographic orientation
of each pixel of the EBSD scan in Figure 4d. The phase is assigned according to the
classification tool. Cleaning is performed with OIM software [32] for assigning a phase
and an orientation to non-indexed pixels and the ones indexed as austenite (most of
them are measuring errors).

Different RVEs are needed in order to evaluate which aspects are decisive for predicting
the mechanical properties. The “3D-RVE” allows a good statistical representation of the
texture and grain size distribution but the resolution is not sufficient to represent the
bainitic substructure. On the other hand, the “3D-RVE gb-substructure” does allow the
substructure to be represented, with the downside of using a lower amount of grains.
For a direct comparison of RVEs with and without the bainitic microstructure, “3D-RVE
no-substructure” is considered. Finally, “2D-RVE measured” was created to capture the
correct grain and phase representation but only in 2D.

The results from simulations using these RVEs for material S2 are shown in Section 5.2.
Great care is taken when using a lath-martensite substructure for the GB. Martensite

and bainite are both microstructural phases that can form in steel during cooling from the
austenite phase field. Martensite has high hardness and strength but low ductility [33],
while bainite has mechanical properties between those of ferrite and martensite [34]. Besides
formation and mechanical properties, there exists differences in terms of their microstruc-
tures, which is a key aspect for building “3D-RVE gb-substructure”.

In ferrous martensite, the α′ martensite is the most common and exists in two major
types: plate martensite and lath martensite [35]. Lath martensite has a unique complex
hierarchical morphology. At the smallest scale, elongated domains with the same crystallo-
graphic orientations are named laths [36,37]. A group of laths with similar crystallographic
orientation form a block. Multiple blocks with the same habit plane form a packet [38–40].
Regarding the orientation relationship to the parent austenite, three main models have
been proposed: Nishiyama–Wassermann (NS [41,42]), Kurdjumov–Sachs (KS [43]), and
Greninger–Troiano (GT [44]). When considering the KS model, laths with similar crystal-
lographic orientation are called variants. A group of laths from a single variant form a
sub-block. These sub-blocks appear in pairs that form low-angle misorientation boundaries.
Each pair of sub-blocks is named a block [31,38].

Granular bainite was discovered after microstructural observations on an optical scale
had an insufficient resolution to establish that the “coarse ferrite plates” were in fact made
of sub-units with very thin regions of austenite between them [5,45]. De-Castro et al. [46]
showed that in a low carbon micro-alloyed steel “no significant differences were observed
between bainitic ferrite matrix in granular and lath-like bainite at high magnifications using
TEM and that both possessed the same crystallographic hierarchy”. Granular bainite, such
as upper and lower bainite, consists of aggregates of platelets or laths of ferrite (“sub-units”)
that can be separated by regions of residual phases. The aggregates of bainitic platelets
are called sheaves [47]. Clusters of platelets within which the traces of the habit planes
of bainite are parallel are sometimes called “packets of bainite”, analogously to the lath
martensite case [48]. The orientation relationship between bainitic ferrite and its parent
austenite is always close to GT (between KS and NW) and always lies within the Bain
region [34,49]. When the sub-units of bainitic ferrite are in the form of laths, these can be
idealized as parallelepipeds of dimensions l, w, and t, with l > w > t. The growth direction
and longest direction (l) of each lath are aligned with the close-packed direction of the
ferrite [1 1 1]α, which is parallel to the corresponding close-packed direction of the parent
austenite [1 0 1]γ [50], analogous to lath martensite. The surface l × t is in the plane (1 0 1)γ,
as it is in martensite. The habit plane (l×w) of bainitic lath has been measured to be close to
(2 3 2)γ ≈ (1 5 4)α [51], which deviates from the one in lath martensite (1 1 1)γ.
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Considering the many similarities and few differences in the morphology and crystal-
lography between them, the granular bainite in “3D-RVE gb-substructure” was modeled
using an approach that was originally developed for martensite [31].

One must note that the parent austenite reconstruction performed by Gallardo-Basile et al. [31]
cannot be directly replicated. While the PF grains in FB steels that nucleate at austenite
grain boundaries (allotriomorphic ferrite) obey KS, GT, or NW orientation relationships (de-
pending on the chemistry and the cooling conditions), their growth may extend to adjacent
austenite grains with a random orientation [52]. Additionally, they exhibit a lower number
of variants than lath structures. These two factors make the reconstruction of the prior
austenitic grains challenging when the PF volume fraction is high [53]. Therefore, a random
texture is assumed for the prior austenite grains in the “3D-RVE gb-substructure” RVEs.

4.3. Mechanical Behavior of Materials S1 and S2

The mechanical behavior of both materials was analyzed using the “3D-RVE gb-
substructure” within the modeling framework. The following simulation results are pre-
sented for both materials: the stress–strain curves, the average stress and plastic strain per
phase, the activation of the different slip systems, and the strain partitioning. Regarding
the latter, the validity of different laws of mixtures (explained below) is investigated. The
results are shown in Section 5.3 and are discussed with a comparison to the experimental
behavior from Section 3.

The mechanical law of mixture is a principle that describes how the mechanical
properties of a composite material are related to the properties of its individual constituents
and their relative proportions.

A generalized law of mixture was proposed by I. Tamura [54]. Assuming that there
are only two constituents, a and b, the equation for a point in the stress–strain curve (σ, ε) is
given by:

σ = Va · σa(εa) + Vb · σb(εb)

ε = Va · εa(σa) + Vb · εb(σb)∣∣∣∣
σa − σb
εa − εb

∣∣∣∣ = β , 0 6 β < ∞

(4)

The greater the value of β, the more close the situation is to the iso-strain assump-
tion [55]. Conversely, the iso-stress condition [56] is given by β = 0.

A variation of the mechanical law of mixture is the iso-work rule of mixture that
asserts that the work done by both constituents is equal. It was proposed by Bouaziz and
Buessler [57] and is given by:

σ = Va · σa(εa) + Vb · σb(εb)

ε = Va · εa(σa) + Vb · εb(σb)

σa · dεa = σb · dεb

(5)

4.4. Microstructural Study of Ferritic Bainite

The “3D-RVE gb-substructure” of Section 4.2 was built using the approach of Gallardo-
Basile et al. [31] which is based on lath martensite. However, bainite can exhibit microstruc-
tural variations that differ from the lath-like substructure. Furuhara et al. [58] described
three different types of bainitic packets (see Figure 5).

The RVEs presented in this section were constructed to represent the different bainitic
packets labelled type A, B, and C shown in Figure 5. The microstructure hierarchy in type C
is identical to the one presented by Gallardo-Basile et al. [31]. To achieve the microstructure
of type B, a type C microstructure is first generated and then the orientations of the
laths within a block are randomly shuffled. To achieve the microstructure of type A, a
microstructure of type B is generated with a very big block size so that a packet is filled with
a single block. The default values for the “3D-RVE gb-substructure”, which are mentioned
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in Section 4.2, were used. In the case of type B, it is understood that tblock = 2× tsub−block.
The microstructure of type A is translated to “type B sb→ ∞”. In addition, in order to
systematically investigate the influence of the sub-block size, RVEs with different values
for this parameter were built (tsub−block = 5, 8, 10, and 15 A.U.). Some of these RVEs for
material S1 are shown in Figure 6.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. Bainitic packets of type-A (a), type-B (b), and type-C (c) in Fe-9Ni-C alloys. Taken from
Furuhara et al. [58]. In (c), the originally labeled “block” is renamed to “sub-block”.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. IPF representations of type-B sb→ ∞ (a), type-B sb = 5 (b), type-C sb = 5 (c), and type-C sb
= 15 (d) RVEs of material S1. The RVEs are clipped with a plane on the left to show the same single
grain extracted which is magnified on the right.

The random features (the rotation of the packet geometry, the sequence of variants
within a sub-block, the sequence of pairs within a block, and the misorientaton distribution
of the laths within the same sub-block) were kept unchanged among all RVEs in order
to minimize statistical differences from random parameters. Still, some features were
randomly created and to diminish the influence of the random choices, a larger RVE would
be required.

The RVEs in this section are used to study the macroscopic response. Additionally,
the damage initiation behavior is analyzed. To this end, the equivalent plastic strain (εp),
which is commonly used to assess the extent of damage in materials subjected to plastic
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deformation [59], is used as a ductile damage indicator. The damage behavior of this steel
is outlined in what follows.

For a FB steel, three types of micro-voids are present, depending on the location of
the nucleation:

• Type-I voids at the PF–GB boundary.
• Type-II voids at the PF–PF boundary or in the PF grain.
• Type-III voids at the GB–GB boundary.

According to the literature, type-I voids appear first during deformation [10,11,13],
and type-II and type-III voids may appear later [11,14]. When the steel fractures, type-I
and type-II micro-voids can develop into large dimples located in PF which are caused by
the growing and tearing within the PF grains. It has been experimentally determined that
highly strained regions at the PF–GB boundary expand toward the inner region of the PF
grains, forming micro-cracks [10]. Type-III voids develop into small dimples caused by the
coalescence of voids in GB without tearing [11]. Type-III voids can use type-II voids for
propagation and micro-crack formation [13]. These two modes of strain propagation along
different paths to form micro-cracks was also shown by Tu et al. [13].

All of the above is in agreement with the fact that type-I voids appear first. However,
Tu et al. [12] showed that the above behavior was only seen in a layered-type microstructure,
where the strain concentration was preferentially generated at the PF–GB boundaries.
Micro-voids of type-I then combined with the ones in GB (type-III) to form micro-cracks
through bainite, leading to final fracture. In this case, the plastic capacity of PF was not
fully utilized. In contrast, in a steel with a network-type microstructure, the strain was
preferentially located at the PF phase, increasing the required strain for micro-voids to
sprout, while those in GB did not expand rapidly, as determined by Tu et al. [12]. In this
case, type-II voids were formed early on and the plastic capacity of PF was fully utilized.

The results for this section are shown in Section 5.4 where the interpretation of these
results applied to the materials S1 and S2 is given at the end.

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Fitting of CP Parameters

The CP parameters determined for the GB and PF phases for both materials are dis-
played in Table 3. Note that the GB parameters are determined through the described
inverse method approach [28], while the PF parameters are determined through fitting
the macroscopic stress–strain curves of the tensile tests. In both cases, the CRSSs from
micropillar compression tests (see Table 2) were used as upper bounds and to deter-
mine the ratio between the slip plane families, which is estimated to be approximately
1:1:1. The initial resistances (ξ0), the saturation resistances (ξ∞), and the strain hardening
exponent (a) were determined. The initial hardening rate (h0) was also fitted, in con-
trast to work by Gallardo-Basile et al. [28], where it was fixed. The elastic constants (C11,
C12, and C44), the stress exponent (n), and the reference shear rate (γ̇0) taken from work
by Gallardo-Basile et al. [28] were assumed to be fixed and the same for both phases in
both materials.

Table 3. Determined crystal plasticity parameters.

Material—Phase

Property C11

(GPa)

C12

(GPa)

C44

(GPa)

ξ0
{1 1 0} = ξ0

{1 1 2} = ξ0
{1 2 3}

(MPa)

ξ∞
{1 1 0} = ξ∞

{1 1 2} = ξ∞
{1 2 3}

(MPa)

h0

(GPa)

γ̇0

(−)

n

(−)

a

(−)

S1—Polygonal ferrite (25%)

233.3 135.5 118.0

101.9 341.7 446.3

0.04 20

6.05

S1—Granular bainite (75%) 143.8 662.7 506.9 10.3

S2—Polygonal ferrite (41%) 119.2 408.1 237.2 6.5

S2—Granular bainite (59%) 209.8 497.7 417.1 5.7
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The simulated true and engineering stress–strain curves determined from the fitted
CP parameters are plotted in Figure 7. The average simulation material response is colored
in black and the experimental macroscopic tensile test in gray. The individual phase
response of each phase is plotted in blue and in orange for PF and GB, respectively. Note
that the fitting considers only the true stress–strain curves up to the ultimate yield stress.
The experimental engineering stress–strain curves are displayed including the part after
necking. The experimental tensile test exhibits the Lüders Bands phenomenon. This
discontinuity when transitioning from elastic to plastic deformation is not included in the
CP model and therefore the fitting is expected to deviate more in that zone.
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Figure 7. True (left) and engineering (right) stress–strain curves for materials S1 (a) and S2 (b). The
simulation results were obtained using a 3D-RVE with the fitted CP parameters of each individ-
ual phase.

5.2. Representative Volume Element—RVE

The average response of the material and of each individual phase is displayed in
Figure 8 for the different RVEs used in this work.

The von Mises stress–strain curves in Figure 8 show no significant differences among
the RVEs. Only the output from the “2D-RVE measured” RVE deviates by exhibiting a
softer behavior in each phase and in the whole material. This is expected, since the soft
grains penetrate through thickness in the 2D case. The small differences among the other
RVEs imply that the macroscopic results are not significantly affected by:

• Using a 2D- or a 3D-RVE. The 2D vs. 3D transition shows the biggest differences
among all RVEs, but still the deviation is not significant. A small difference in the
macroscopic results achieved from a 2D-RVE vs. a 3D-RVE has already been reported
by Gallardo-Basile et al. [31]. There, a comparison was made between a 2D-RVE based
on a direct measurement and a 3D-RVE with lath-like microstructure (similar to “2D-
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RVE measured” and “3D-RVE gb-substructure” in this manuscript). Additionally, a
2D-RVE with lath-like microstructure is created by cutting a slice of the 3D-RVE. In all
the cases, the stress–strain curves showed small deviations from each other.

• Using the experimental grain size distribution or the one created from Voronoi tesella-
tion of random seeds. Similar results were obtained from the “3D-RVE”, where the
experimental grain size distribution was used and the “3D-RVE no-substructure”,
where Voronoi tesellation is used. This is expected since the constitutive law used is
not size dependent.

• Representing the experimental texture (low texture index) with 80 or 10 k grains.
Similar results were obtained from “3D-RVE” and “3D-RVE no-substructure”.

• Including the substructure modeling of bainitic ferrite or not. Similar results were
obtained from “3D-RVE no-substructure” and “3D-RVE gb-substructure”.
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Figure 8. Macroscopic stress–strain curves for the different RVEs used in this work. Polygonal ferrite
is shown in blue and granular bainite is shown in in orange.

All these results also suggest that, for the utilized CP model, the main inputs required
to predict the macroscopic behavior are the phase fraction and the CP parameters of
each phase.

To investigate if the microscopic results are consistent among the different RVEs, the
von Mises stress distributions were calculated for the final applied strain and are plotted in
Figure 9.

From Figure 9, it can be seen that the stress distributions of PF resemble a bi-modal
distribution with two peaks, one around 500 MPa and the other around 800 MPa. For
the 2D-RVE, both peaks have similar frequencies and it appears more like a uni-modal
distribution, while for the 3D-RVEs, both peaks are much more clearly differentiated and
the second one is around double the frequency of the first one. Regarding the GB, all four
RVEs exhibit a different stress distribution. The 2D-RVE shows a bi-modal distribution with
peaks at 800 MPa and 1100 MPa, the first peak having a higher frequency. The “3D-RVE”
shows an almost uni-modal distribution around 1000 MPa. The “3D-RVE no-substructure”
shows a bi-modal distribution with peaks at 600 MPa and 1000 MPa, with the second peak
having a higher frequency, while for the “3D-RVE gb-substructure”, both peaks have
approximately the same frequency.
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Figure 9. Stress distributions at the final applied strain for 2D-RVE measured (a), 3D-RVE (b), 3D-RVE
no-substructure(c), and 3D-RVE gb-substructure (d) RVEs. Polygonal ferrite is colored in blue tones
and granular bainite in orange tones.

From the results in Figure 9 it becomes clear that, in contrast to the macroscopic
response, the microscopic response is significantly different for the different RVEs. There-
fore, if the interest is on a microscopic level, an accurate description of the microstructure
is needed.

5.3. Mechanical Behavior S1 and S2

The stress–strain curves for the “3D-RVE gb-substructure” (almost identical to those
shown in Figure 7) were used to calculate the simulated σy and the simulated flow stress at a
point close to the final deformation (σeng(εeng = 0.12)). These values and the experimental
ones are compared in Table 4. The simulated σy values are 82 MPa and 63 MPa less than the
experimental ones for materials S1 and S2, respectively. Two facts potentially contributed
to this discrepancy. First, the CP parameters of GB were determined using a method
with reported inaccuracy in calculating the initial resistances (ξ0) [28], which is directly
related to σy. Secondly, the fitting of the CP parameters of PF was complicated by the
Lüders Bands phenomenon; the zone where σy is measured and where the simulation
and the experimental stress–strain curves deviate significantly. However, the simulation
results in Table 4 show that material S1 has a lower σy than S2, which is in agreement with
the experiments. The flow stresses close to the final deformation are very similar to the
experimental ones and also show a higher value for S2 compared to S1. For both materials,
the stress values for the individual phase GB are higher than those for PF. This is expected,
since GB shows greater strength in micropillar compression and a higher dislocation density
than PF (see Table 1).

Table 4. Results from the stress–strain curves for materials S1 and S2.

Material—Phase

Property Experimental σy

(MPa)

Simulation σy

(MPa)

Experimental σeng(εeng = 0.12)

(MPa)

Simulation σeng(εeng = 0.12)

(MPa)

S1
Polygonal ferrite (25%)

495 413
373

593 598
514

Granular bainite (75%) 428 629

S2
Polygonal ferrite (41%)

518 455
409

604 606
549

Granular bainite (59%) 487 649

To further investigate the differences in the mechanical behavior of both materials, the
average stress and the plastic strain (see Figure 10) were analyzed for each phase of both
materials. The plastic strain indicator (γ) was calculated in terms of the cumulative plastic
shear of all slip systems. In Figure 10a, the average stress responses of both phases of S1 are
weaker than the ones of S2. PF and GB have a higher yield point in S2 compared to S1, in
accordance with the higher initial resistances shown in Table 3. In Figure 10b, the plastic
strains of PF and GB are slightly higher in S1. A zoom-in on the initial part shows that the
onset of the plastic deformation of PF is almost the same for both materials and that the GB
plasticity is delayed for S2. This last result agrees with the one of Ishikawa et al. [10], where
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it was shown that a lower bainitic fraction was associated with a delay in the onset of the
plasticity of GB.
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Figure 10. Average stress per phase (a) and plastic strain per phase (b) in materials S1 and S2.

The cumulative plastic shear per slip system is presented in Figure 11. Both materials
exhibit a similar behavior. The plastic shear is initially mainly in the {1 2 3} slip planes,
with some contribution from the {1 1 2} family, while the {1 1 0} is contributing less (S2)
or not at all (S1). The contribution of the {1 2 3} slip system saturates quite quickly and is
stable throughout the whole deformation process. Note that the contribution of the {1 1 0}
slip system catches up with the one of {1 1 2} at applied strains of approximately 0.03 and
0.01 for materials S1 and S2, respectively. The contributions of both are around 25%, with
the {1 1 0} slip system contributing slightly more in the end than {1 1 2}. These results are
similar to those experimentally measured by Tu et al. [14] (51.7%, 15.0%, and 33.3% for
{1 2 3}, {1 1 2}, and {1 1 0}, respectively). The contributions at the beginning and at the
end of the applied strain are plotted in Figure 12. The main difference can be seen for PF at
the initial deformation (see Figure 12a). For material S2, the partitioning of γ is between
{1 2 3} and {1 1 2}, while for material S1, {1 1 0} contributes 0.18% from the start.
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Figure 11. Contributions per slip plane family to the total cumulative plastic shear in materials S1 (a) and
S2 (b). Polygonal ferrite is shown in blue and granular bainite is shown in orange.
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Figure 12. Contributions per slip plane family to the total cumulative plastic shear at the initial (a) and
final (b) deformation. Polygonal ferrite is shown in blue and granular bainite is shown in orange.

To investigate the strain partioning in the two materials, the parameter β described in
Section 4.3 was calculated in dependency of the applied strain and shown in Figure 13. A
zoom-in on the initial part reveals the differences in the early stage of deformation. It can be
seen that the strain partitioning has a peak at the beginning for both materials. Initially, β
of S2 is higher than that of S1, i.e., S2 is closer to the iso-strain behavior while S1 is closer to
the iso-stress behavior. The faster decay of β for S2 leads to the same value of β ≈ 100 GPa
at a strain of approximately 0.004. Beyond an applied strain of approximately 0.005 up to
the final deformation, S2 has a slightly lower β.
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Figure 13. Strain partioning parameter β against the applied strain.

Finally, the results for the three different laws of mixtures, as introduced in Section 4.3,
are shown in Figure 14. The left column of Figure 14 shows the results from the simulation
output. The orange line corresponds to the average response among all points of GB.
Analogously, the blue line corresponds to the response of PF. The black line, which is the
stress–strain curve for the material, was calculated from the average response of all points
at a given applied strain (gray line). In the middle and right columns of Figure 14, the
stress–strain curves of the material (pink line with gray markers) were calculated using the
individual stress–strain curve of each phase from the simulation output (blue and orange
lines) and applying different assumptions (iso-work, iso-strain, and iso-stress). Some
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points of these calculated curves are shown with gray markers, and the weighted points
considered are the ones at the end of the dashed gray lines. For the iso-work assumption,
the sixth/fifth (S1/S2, respectively) point from last point is selected to show that the work
done by each individual phase is the same (the shaded part is equal for both phases).
Note that the blue and yellow points—represented by diamonds and squared markers,
respectively—are the same throughout Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Stress–strain curves for the simulation output (left column), for the iso-work assumption
(middle), and for the iso-stress and iso-strain assumptions (right column) in materials S1 (a) and
S2 (b).

The iso-stress assumption is the one that shows the greatest deviation in Figure 14. The
iso-strain and iso-work stress–strain curves are very close to the simulation output, although
they differ at the end point because the strain partitioning is not correctly described. The
iso-strain assumption underestimates the PF deformation and overestimates it in GB for
both materials. This is also the case for the iso-work assumption for S2, although the
misestimation is much less. On the other hand, for the iso-work assumption in S1, the
opposite is true, but also with a relatively small misestimation. Therefore, the iso-work
assumption is proven to be the most accurate model within the ones studied here. This is a
valuable finding as it allows to calculate the third stress–strain curve when the other two
are known.

5.4. Microstructural Study of Ferritic Bainite

The macroscopic stress–strain curves are almost insensitive to the microstructural
variations in this study. This is, however, not true for the local response, which is important
for, e.g., damage initiation.

Damage initiation is represented by the fraction of points where the ductile damage
parameter, εp, surpasses a certain threshold value at the final deformation stage. The
threshold values were selected for each material to obtain results around 1%, and the
results are shown in Figure 15 for both materials. Different thresholds to achieve 3% and
5% were also tested and the results obtained were qualitatively equivalent.

The number of points with damage initiation in the whole material is proportional to
the decrease in the sub-block size of the ferritic bainite. The contribution of both phases
is significant. Note that, in all cases, the values for “type-B sb = X” are very similar to the
ones in “type-C sb = X”. These two microstructures are almost the same and only differ
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inside the block structure, where the low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) are distributed
differently. This variation in the placing of the LAGBs seems not to affect the damage
initiation in this work. For GB (in orange without numeric data), no direct correlation can
be seen between damage initiation and sub-block size. For PF, the trend is clearly shown in
material S2, where the damage decreases with the sub-block size. In material S1, the trend
is not so clear, since for a sub-block size of 10 the trend is broken, which can be attributed
to statistical artifacts. The hypothesis that the substructure of GB affects the plasticity in
polygonal ferrite is supported by these findings.
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Figure 15. The ductile damage parameter based on the equivalent plastic for RVEs with microstruc-
tural variations in materials S1 (a) and S2 (b).

The spatially resolved results for εp are plotted in Figure 16 for one of the sections of
material S2 for the “type-B sb→ ∞” and “type-B sb = 5” RVEs. The high values, using the
same threshold used as before, are colored in orange. From these images, one can observe
that a high plastic strain in PF is situated at the PF boundaries. Note that for “type-B
sb→ ∞”, there is a preference for the PF–PF boundaries (arrows colored in light green),
which indicates the appearance of type-II voids. For “type-B sb = 5”, the preference is at the
PF–GB boundaries (arrows colored in light green), which indicates the appearance of type-I
voids. The finer the substructure of the ferritic bainite, the easier it is to accommodate the
strain at the PF–GB boundaries. This is in agreement with what was shown experimentally
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by Tu et al. [14]. They demonstrated that high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) may allow
slip transfer within a phase by evolving to medium-angle grain boundaries (MAGBs) or
LAGBs to maintain a coordinated deformation behavior. This depended on the geometric
orientation factor, and an example is shown in Figure 16, where some packet boundaries
inside GB (which are HAGBs) accumulate a high plastic strain and others do not. However,
in the case where an HAGB is situated at a phase boundary, the slip cannot be transferred
across. In “type-B sb→ ∞”, the PF–GB boundary has a higher chance of being an HAGB
since a packet of GB is only composed of two variants. Therefore, slip transfer between GB
and PF is impeded. In “type-B sb = 5”, more variants appear at the PF–GB boundary, which
has a higher chance of being—at least partially—an LAGB or an MAGB, which facilitates
slip transfer across the phases.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. IPF representation (left) and plastic strain map (right) for type-B sb→ ∞ (a) and Type-
B sb = 5 (b) RVEs of material S2. Two PF–PF boundaries are indicated with light green arrows.
Two PF–GB boundaries are indicated with pink arrows.

It has been shown that the micro-voids of type-I may appear first and then the type-II,
or vice versa depending on the bainitic microstructure.
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The interpretation of these results applied to the materials S1 and S2 is here given.
Material S2 (GB-41%PF) has a smaller grain size of 4.2 µm and a lower ultimate elongation
of 23% when compared to S1 (GB-25%PF) with a grain size of 4.7 µm and an ultimate
elongation of 26%. A finer bainitic substructure can be assumed for S2 considering the
grain size. It has been shown that a finer substructure in GB is related to the preference
of type-I (PF–GB) voids appearing first instead of type-II (PF–PF). Therefore, this could
explain why S2 has a lower ultimate elongation, although it has a higher PF phase fraction.
Material S1 is capable of fully utilizing the plastic capacity of PF, while material S2 is not.

6. Conclusions

Two different cooling rates are applied to a bainite dual-phase steel to obtain two
materials, S1 and S2, each containing polygonal ferrite (PF) and granular bainite (GB) in
different proportions. The modeling of these two materials is performed by means of
high-resolution crystal plasticity (CP) simulations with a phenomenological constitutive
description. As a novelty, an RVE containing the substructure of bainite is used. The
goals of the mechanical model developed are twofold: to investigate the differences in
mechanical performance between the two different materials and to analyze other aspects
of these steels which may be of interest.

The main results are summarized as follows:

• The CP parameters of PF and GB are determined for both materials. For GB, they
are determined following an inverse modeling procedure based on measuring a post
mortem nanoindentation imprint by atomic force microscopy and comparing it to a
simulated one. For PF, they are determined by fitting the macroscopic stress–strain
curves of the tensile tests.

• The heterogeneity of the microscopic results among the different RVEs is discussed.
The von Mises stress–strain curves show no significant differences among the RVEs.
This suggested that for the utilized CP model, the main inputs required to predict the
macroscopic behavior are the phase fraction and the CP parameters of each phase. In
contrast to the macroscopic response, the microscopic responses (stress distributions
are shown) are clearly different for the different RVEs.

• The average stress and the plastic strain are analyzed for each phase of both materials.
It is shown that the onset of the plastic deformation of PF is almost the same for both
materials, but the GB plasticity is delayed for S2, which contains a higher PF fraction.

• The contributions per slip plane family to the total cumulative plastic shear are cal-
culated. The main difference in both materials is exhibited at the early stage of the
deformation. For material S2, the partioning of strain is made between {1 2 3} and
{1 1 2}, while for material S1, the {1 1 0} contributes 0.18% from the start.

• The strain partioning is calculated to be similar for both materials, except at the
early stage of deformation, where material S2 is closer to iso-strain behavior while
S1 is closer to iso-stress behavior. Both materials followed the iso-work assumption
with only small deviations compared to the iso-strain and iso-stress which exhibited
significant deviations.

• Ductile damage initiation is indicated by the fraction of points where the ductile
damage parameter, εp, surpasses a certain threshold value at the final deformation
stage. The contribution of both phases is shown to be significant. For GB, no direct
correlation can be seen between damage initiation and sub-block size. For PF, the
damage decreases with the sub-block size. It is shown that ductile damage initiation
can be linked to a coarse bainitic substructure because of the accumulation of plastic
strain at PF–PF boundaries (type-II voids).

• Material S2 has a higher PF phase fraction but a lower ultimate elongation compared to
S1. It is hypothesized that this can be explained by the preference of S2 to form type-I
voids (PF–GB), which may interfere with the full utilization of the plastic capacity
of PF.
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